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Let BI, B2 . . . .  be a sequence of independent, identically distributed r:.ndom variables, let Xo 
be a random variable that is independent of B,, for n ~ 1, let p be a co ,stant such that 0 < p < 1 
and let Xx, X2 . . . .  be another sequence of random variables that are defined recursively by the 
relationships X, = pX,_ x + Bn. It can be shown that the sequence of random variables X1, X2 . . . .  
converges in law to a random variable X if and only if E[log+lBll]<0o. In this paper we let 
{B(t): 0_-< t < oo} be a stochastic process with independent, homogeneous increments and define 
another stochastic process IX(t): 0 ~< t < oo} that stands in the same relationship to the stochastic 
process {B(t): 0 <~ t < oo} as, the sequence of random variables X1, X2 . . . .  stands to B~, B2 . . . . .  
It is shown that X(t) converges in law to a random variable X as t-* +oo if and only if 
E[log + IB(1)I]< oo in which case X has a distribution function of class L. Several other related 
results are obtained. The main analytical tool used to obtain these results is a theorem of Lukacs 
concerning characteristic functions of certain stochastic integrals. 
AMS Subj. Class.: Primary 60H99, Secondary 60E05 
Stochastic difference quation stochastic differential equation 
characteristic function distribution function of class L 
1. Introduction 
The results in th;~ paper were motivated by the study of a certain stochastic 
difference equation. Let p be a constant such that 0<p < 1, let B1, B2 , . . .  be a 
sequence of independent, identically distributed random variables and let Xo be a 
random variable that is independent of the sequence B1, Be, . . . .  For n I> 1 the 
random variables X. are defined by the relationship 
Xn = pX, ,  -1 + B, ,  ~ (1.1) 
The stochastic difference equation (1.1) can be used to model phenomena that 
occur in various disciplines. For example, the random variable X,  could give the 
amount of radioactive material in a stockpile at time n when B~ is the amount of 
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material added or taken away just before time n. The random variable X, could 
also give the amount of currency in a bank account, measured in terms of what 
the currency was worth at time n = 0, if price~ are subject to a constant inflation 
and B, represents the amount of the currency added or taken away shortly before 
time n. 
Vervaat [13] has recently written a paper ir~ which the more general stochastic 
difference quation 
Y. = A ,, Y,, -1 + B n (1.2) 
is studied where (A,, B,) are independent, identically distributed vector-valued 
random variables. We mention two results that are special cases of results proved 
i~ that paper. The random variables X~, X2, . . .  defined by (1.1) converge in law 
tea random variable X if and only if E[log + IB~]] < oo. If X and B are independent 
random variables uch that X has the same distribution as oX + B, then it is possible 
to construct a sequence of independent, identically distributed random variables 
B~, B2, . . .  with the same distribution as B, such that X,, converges in law to X. 
Let f , (u),  f(u),  and g(u) denote the characteristic functions of X,, X, and B, 
respectively. If Xo = 0 almost everywhere then it is easy to see that 
L÷~ (u) = /'.(o~u)f~(u). (1.3) 
If k = 1, then the above equation reduces to 
L+ l(u) = f,, (pu)[l(u) = f .  (pu)g(u), (1.4) 
and if the random variables X~, X2, . . .  converge in law to X then the relationships 
f(u) = f (pu)g(u)  (1.5) 
and 
f(u) = f(p~u)f~(u) (1.6) 
are satisfied. Analogues of these functional equations for characteristic functions 
will be developed later. 
In this paper, we wish to construct a continuous analogue of the model described 
above. Suppose for example that a radioactive substance is added or taken away 
from a stockpile, not at discrete times but cc~ntinuousD, and that the amount of 
the substance added up to time t is given by a random variable B(t) where the 
stochastic process {B(t): 0 ~ t < ao} ha~'independent, homogeneous increments. We 
will show that it is possible to construct another stochastic process {X(t): 04  t < oo} 
that has the same relationship to the stochastic process {B( t ) :O~t<oo} as the 
random variables X~, X2, . . .  have to the random variables B~, B2, . . . .  Further- 
more, we will show that the stocahastic process {X(t): 3~ t < oo} converges in law 
to a random variable X as t ~ +ao if and only if E[log + JB(1)!] < oo in which case 
the random variable X has a distribution function of class L. 
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In Section 2 of this paper various definitions and theorems concerning infinitely 
divisible distribution functions will be given. In Section 3 the continuous model 
will be d~d.  Theorems of Lukacs concerning certain stochastic integrals and 
their characteristic functions will be used to obtain the r sults stated above, In 
Section 4 the special cases where B(1) is a stable random variable will be discussed. 
In Section 5 the problem of embedding a discrete stochastic process in a continuous 
stochastic process will be treated. 
The results in this paper are related to results that were obtained by Chung [2] 
and Neverson and Has'minsky [10]. These authors howed that continuous time 
stochastic processes can be approximated bydiscrete time stochastic processes with 
similar properties. In this paper, it is shown that the continuous time stochastic 
process that is constructed is similar in some respects to the analogous discrete 
time stochastic process. However, there is one important difference between the 
continuous time stochastic process and the discrete time stochastic process. If the 
continuous time stochastic process converges in law as t--, +~,  th~.n it converges 
in law to a random variable that has a distribution function of class L. By contrast, 
the discrete time stochastic process given by (1.1) may converge in law to a random 
variable that has a distribution function that is not even infinitely divisible. 
Distribution functions of class L have several nice pro~rties that make them 
attactive from the viewpoint of applications. Fisz and Varatiarajan [4] and Tucker 
[12] have independently showed that all non-degenerate distribut'on functions of 
class L are absolutely continuous. The author [ 15] showed that distl ibution functions 
of class L have a continuous derivative of the kth order if and only if ¢r2> 0 or 
2 ¢r =0 and A(+0)+IA(-0)I>k. The author [14~ also showed that distribution 
functions of class L that have a L~vy spectral function with support on the positive 
axis are unimodal. This result has recently been generalized by ~ amazato [ 16] who 
has shown that all distribution functions of class L are unimodal. 
By contrast, only a somewhat weaker esult concerning the Lebesgae properties 
of distribution functions of limits of random variables of the form (1.1) can be 
obtained. It follows from a more general theorem of Grintsevichyus [6] that such 
distribution function, are degenerate, absolutely continuous, or continuous singular. 
2. Some results concerning infinitely divisible disJribution functions 
A distribution function F(x) is said to belong to class L if there exists a sequence 
of independent random variables WI, W2,... such that for a suitable constants a. 
and b. > 0 the random variables 
Z, , -  - W1+'" "+ W. 
b. 
dn 
c 
have the property that Fzn -" F, and in addition the random variables 
W,,.k = Wjb .  ( l<~k~n)  
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form an infinitesimal system. The class of distribution functions of class L properly 
contains the stable distribution functions and is itself properly contained in the 
class of infinitely divisible distribution functions. 
The following three theorems that characterize infinitely divisible distribution 
functions and distribution functions of class L in terms of their characteristic 
functions were obtained by L~vy. 
Theorem A. A function f is a characteristic function of an infinitely divisible 
distribution function F if and only if there exist constants 7 and o2 >I 0 and a function 
M defined over (-.oo, O)u (0, oo) which is non-decreasing over (-oo, O) and over 
( O, oo) and satisfies M (-oo) = M ( oo ) = 0 and 
i--0 +1 +I+ x2dM(x)<°° 
1 0 
and such that 
- -0 ~ +oO 
co +0 
(2.1) 
where 
Htu ,  x )  = e iux - 1 
iux 
2 • l+x  
Furthermore the representation (c, o.2, M) is unique. 
Theorem B. In order that f be the characteristic function of a distributkm function 
of class L it is necessary and sufficient hat for every ~ such that 0 < ~ < 1 there 
exist a characteristic function f~ such that f(u)= f(au)f~ (u). 
Theorem C. In order that f be the characteristic function of a distribution function 
of class L it is necessary and sufficient that it has a representation f the form (2.1) 
where the function M(x) has left- and right-derivatives at each x # 0 and the function 
A(x)=xM'(x) is non-increasing on (-oo, O) and (0, oo). (Here M'(x) denotes the 
right- or left-derivatives, possibly different ones at different points.) 
Proofs of the three theorems stated above, and other results concerning infinitely 
divisible distribution functions, can be found in [5]. The constants y and o'2>0 
that appear in (2.1) are called the centering constant and Gaussian component of 
F. The function M(x) is called the I.~vy spectral function of F. The ord~red triple 
(c, o -2, M) is called the L~vy representation f F. 
Let {W(t):O<~t<oo} be a centered stochastic process with hldependent, 
homogeneous increments. Let f,(u) be the characteristic function of W(t) for 
0<~t<~. It is well known that ft(u)=f] (u). If ~(u) is a continuous function on 
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the interval [a, b], Lukacs has shown that the stochastic integral 
b 
I h(u) dW(u) ~2.2) 
exists in the sense of convergence in probability. This result can be found in [7, p. 
105]. Lukacs also obtained the following theorem, a proof of which can be found 
in [8]. 
Theorem D. Let f ( u ) be the characteristic function of the stochastic integral (2.2), then 
b P 
logf(u) = Ja $[uh(y)] dy (2.3) 
where $(u) = log fl(u). 
This theorem is the main analytical tool that will be used in the next section. 
3. The continuous model 
In this section a continuous analogue of (1.1) is given. Let {B(t): 0~<t <co} be 
a centered stochastic process with independent, homogeneous increments. We 
define another stochastic process {X(t): 0 6 t < oo} by the relationship 
L Io' X(t) = e-"Xo+e-"  e TM dB(u) (3.1) 
L 
where - denotes equal in law, Xo is a random varible that is independent of the 
stochastic process {B(t): 0~t<m},  and y is a constant hat is greater than 0. It 
follows from Theorem D that the stochastic integral in (3.1) exists in the sense of 
convergence in probability. 
The definition c,f the stochastic process {X(t): 0~ < t < oo} was motivated by the 
formal solution ot a stochastic differential equation. The following discussion is 
offered as a heuristic argument to justify the above definition although the argument 
could possibly be converted into a rigorous proof if the proper techniques were 
developed. The stochastic difference quation (1.1) is equivalent to the equation 
Xn -Xn-1  "- (p  - 1)Xn-1  + Bn. (3.2) 
An analogous equation for the continuous model is the stochastic differential 
equation 
dX(t) = -~/X(t) dt + dB(t). (3.3) 
If it is assumed that d(e*UX(u)) =e TM dX(u) + y eVUX(u) du, it would follow that 
d(e~UX(u)) = e TM dB(u), 
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and thus 
t 
od(eV"X(u))= e TM dB(u). 
Eq. (3.1) would then follow. 
W'e now prove the main theorem of this paper. 
Theorem 1. A necessary and sufficient condition for the stochastic process {X(t): 0 ~< 
t<oo} defined by (3.1) to converge in law to a random variable X as t-,+oo is 
that E[log + [B (1)[] < oo in w'~,ich case X has a distribution function of class L. 
Proof. Since limt_.+~ e -v t  =0 it can be assumed without loss of generality that 
Xo=O. Let g(t) denote the characteristic function of B(1), let d~(t)=log (t), and 
let f~(u) denote the characteristic function of X(t). It follows from Theorem D that 
fe u 
logft(u)= fo ~b[e-'~t-')u] dY = y-1 d~(w__~)dw" (3.4) 
-"/t  u W 
By a theorem of Boas [1], E[log + IB(1)!]<oo if and only if there exists an e >0 
such that 
~o ]l-g(w)[ dw <oo. (3.5) 
W 
If [0(w)l~<l, then Thus, condition (3.5)is equivalent 
to the condition that there exist an e > 0 such that 
fo iq'(W)l dw < oo. 
W 
t,,leorem. The first part of Theorem 1 now follows from the continuity ~, 
To prove the second part of the theorem assume that X(t) converges in law to 
X and let f(u) be the characteristic function of X. Since ~,B(t)} has independent 
homogeneous increments, it follows that if Xo = 0, then 
~t+h 
X(t+h)=e-Vt~+h) Jo e "u dB(u) 
L I0 Io =e -vh e -~ e vu dB(u)+e -vh e ~'' dB(u). 
Thus 
ft+h(U) = f~(e-~hu)A(u) (3.6) 
and 
f(u) =f(e -vhu)fh(u). (3.7) 
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For every a such that 0 < a < 1 there exists a value of h > 0 such that e -vh= t~. 
Thus it follows from Theorem B that X has a distribution function f class L. 7"1 
The random variables B(1) and X both have infinitely divisible distribution 
functions. The next theorem relates the L~vy representations of these two random 
variables. 
Theorem 2. Let (c, 0-2, M) and (c,, 0-2, M,) denote the L,bvy representations of B(1) 
and X respectively. Then 0-2 = 0-2/23, 
and 
oo  1[ x) ] 
c ,  = 3' c + arctan x -1  + x 2 dM(x)  
oo 
M,(x) = 3/-1 I1 ~ M(xu'_______)w dw 
(3.8) 
for x #0. It also follows that M(x) = -3/xM', (x) for x # 0 where M', (x) d~notes the 
right- or left-derivatives, perhaps diO~erent ones at different points. 
Corol lary 3. A random variable X is the limit in the sense of weak convergence of
a stochastic process of the type (3.1) if and only if X has ¢I distribution function of 
class L. 
/ roo f .  Assume first of all that 0-2=0 and M(x) has support on ( -oo , -e )w (e, oo) 
where e > 0. Let 
I /  I /  ' w ' M,(x) = 3/-t M(xw_______~) dw= y-1 ~dw.  
w w 
It follows from (3.4) that 
rU~(w) 
log/'(u) = 3/-1Jo 
w 
It is easily seen that 
-1  
3' 
mdw.  
iwx ~ ] 
l+x  2) dM(x) dw = 
-1  
=3/ w -1 -1 )  dM(x) dw i3" -1 x oo oo I+X 2 
oo =~_~ x (e i"x - 1) dM,(x)- i3/ - lu -~ 1 + x 2 dM(x) 
iu ) 
= e i"x-1 l+x  2 dM,(x)  
x ) , 
+ i3'-1U arc tan  x - 2 
oo l+x  
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Thus, the theorem follows in the case where M(x) has support on (-00, -e )u  (e, 00). 
Since arctan x -  x(1 + x2) -~= o(x 2) as x --, 0 it follows that 
° I arctan x - ~  dM(x)< oo oo 1 
for any L6vy spectral function M(x). Thus a limiting argument can be used to 
prove the theorem when M(x) has support on (-oo, 0)u(0 ,  oo). Finally if <r~ >0 
the relationship o-2 = cr2/2~ can be obtained by a simple computation. 
To prove Corollary 3, assume that X is a random variable that has a distribution 
function of class L with L6yy spectral function M,(x). It follows from Theorem C 
that xM,(x) is non-increasing on (-oo, 0) and (0, oo). It foUows ~rom Theorem A 
that the function M(x)=-~/xM', (x) is a L6vy spectral function and thus the L6vy 
spectral function of an infinitely divisible random variable B. To complete the 
proof, it is necessary to show that E[log + [B[]<oo. By a theorem of Sato [11], 
E[ log + IBI]< oo if and only if 
I:2I: + log Ix l dM (x) < oo. 
Integration by parts yields 
k k 1,  P 
d~ ¢ ae 
Let A,(x)= xM', (x). Then, if 1 > 0, it follows from the definition of a L6vy spectral 
function that ~o (,~,(x)/x)dx < oo. This implies limx_,+oo (log x),~,(x)=O because 
otherwise ,~,(x)/x >~a/x log x for som~ a and large x and therefore the above 
integral would diverge. Thus ~° logxdM(x)<oo.  By a similar argument 
I--~o log Ix] dM(x) < oo. I'-1 
It is interesting to compare the above results for the continuous model to known 
results for the discrete model. A random variable X is the limit in law of a sequence 
of random variables of the form (1.1) if and only if i~s characteristic function has 
the property that it satisfies the functional equation f(u)= f(au)f,~ (u) where f~ (u) 
is a characteristic function and a = p. It is clear that a characteristic function that 
satisfies this property for a =p will satisfy the property for a = p" where n is a 
positive integer but need not satisfy the property for all a between 0 and 1. Thus 
the class of random variables that are limits of random variables of the form (1.1) 
properly contains the class of random variables that are limits of stochastic processes 
of the form (3.1). In fact, random variables that are limits of random variables of 
the form (1.1) need not even be infinitely divL~ible, although they are infinitely 
divisible if B1 is. It follows from (1.5) that 
o¢) 
/(u):= |-[ g(pJu) 
i=0 
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so if g(u) is a characteristic function that has zeroes, then f(u) will have zeroes 
and thus wiIl not be infinitely divisible. 
4. A theorem concerning stable distribution functions 
In this section we will be concerned with the following problem: When do the 
random variables B(1) and X have distribution functions of the same type? This 
problem is related to properties of stable distribution functions. A distribution 
function F(x) is said to be stable if corresponding toevery set of constants a 1, bt > 0, 
a2, b2>0 there exist constants a and b >0 such that F(btx +at)*  F(b2x +a2) = 
F(bx + a). A distribution function F(x) is said to be strictly stable if corresponding 
to every pair of constants bl > 0 and b2 > 0 there exists a constant b > 0 such that 
F(blx) * F(b2x) = F(bx). 
L~vy showed that a distribution function is stable if and only if its characteristic 
function ]'(u) can be expressed in the form 
log/(u) =iau-c ]u l "{ l  + ifl~to(ltl, a)} (4.1) 
where the constants c, t ,  a satisfy the conditions c 1>0, la l  < - 1, 0<a-<2,  while a 
is a real number. The function w(]t], a) is given by 
f tan(,ra/2) if a # 1, 
to([tl~ i x )  " -  / (2/,r) log Itl if a = 1. 
The class of stable distrib, .tion functions is thus a four parameter family of functions 
and each stable distribution can be represented by an ordered quadrupole 
(a, c, B, a). It can be shown that a stable distribution function is strictly stable for 
a properly chosen centering constant a if and only if a # 1 or a = 1 and B = 0. 
These results can be found in [3], [5] and [9]. 
In this section we prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 4. In order that there exists a constant b > 1 such that X and bB (1) have 
the same distribution [unction it is necessary and sufficient hat B(1) haw ~ a strictly 
stable distribution function with exponent a where ab ~ = -1 .  In order that ~here xist 
constants a and b > 1 such that X and bB(1) + a have the same distribution function 
it is necessary and sufficient that B (1) have a stable distribution function with exponent 
a where ab ~ = 7-1. 
Proof. Assume first of all that B(1) has a strictly stable distribution function with 
representation (0, c, t ,  a). Then bB(1) has a representation (0, cb ~, ~, a). It foUc~ws 
from (3.4) and (4.1) that X has a strictly stable distribution function with representa- 
tion (0, c/aT, t ,  a). By the same reasoning B(1) has a stable distribution function 
with representation (2c~/~'y, c~ y, t ,  1). Thus the sufficiency of the theorem follows. 
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We now prove the necessity. Assume that there exist constants a and b > 1 such 
that X and bB(1)+ a have the same distribution. Then the L~vy spectral functions 
M,  and M of X and B(1) respectively satisfy the re.lationship M,(X)= M(b-aX)  
for x #0.  Since M(x)  is the L~vy spectral function of a distribution function f 
class L, it follows from [5, Lemma 3, p. 188] that M(x)  is absolutely continuous 
on (-oo, 0) and (0, oo). It now follows from Theorem 2 that the function M(x) 
satisfies the differential equation 
xM'(x) = --y- lM(bx) 
for almost all values of x. Implicit in the proof of (4.1) is the fact that the only 
continuous olutions of the differential equation that are valid L~vy spectral func- 
tions are solutions of the form M(u)=:ca]ul-" for u <0 and M(u)=-c2u  -'~ for 
u>0 where 0<a <2,  c1>~0, cz>~O, and c1+c2~>0. These solutions yield stable 
distribution functions. By an easy computation ab" = y-~. [-'] 
If 0<b<l ,  then a sufficient condffion for X and bB(1) to have the same 
distribution function is that B(1) have a strictly stable distribution function with 
exponent a where c~b" = y-1. However, the condition is not necessary. The function 
g(a)=ab ~ is increasing on (0 , -1 / log  b) and decreasing on ( -1/ log b, oo). Thus 
two cases must be considered° If y-1 < g(2)= 262, then a necessary condition for
X and bB(1) to have the same distribution function is that B(1) have a strictly 
stable distribution function with exponent a where ab~=y -1. If g(2)~<y- l~ < 
g( -1 / log  b), then a necessary condition for X and bB(1) to have the same di.stribu- 
tion function :;is that B(1) have ,either a strictly stable distribution function with 
--1 exponent a where ab ~ =y or a distribution function that is the convolution of 
two stable distribution functions with exponents al  and a2 that both satisfy the 
equation abe= y-t.  
It is interesting to note that an analogous result does not hold for the discrete 
model. This can be shown by an example of L~vy that can be found in [3, pp. 
567-568]. Let F(x) be the distribution function with a characteristic function given 
by the equation 
+co 
logf(u) = 2 5". 2 -k [cos 2ku -- 1]. 
k=-oo  
It can be shown that this characteristic t anction satisfies the relationship f(t ) = f2(t/2) 
but that it is not the characteristic f,Jaction of a stable distribution function. If 
p= 1/2 and the independent random variables B~,B2, . . .  have the distribution 
function F(x) then the random vartables X,  defined by (1.1) will converge to a 
random variable X that has the same distribution function as 2B~. 
5. Embedding a discrete stochastic process in a continnous stochastic process 
It follows from (3.6) that if BI, B : , . . .  is a sequence of independent, identically 
distributed random variables tl:,~zt have the same distribution function as the 
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stochastic integral, 
h 
e-'/h I0 evu dB(u), (5.1) 
and if ~ = e -vh, then the discrete time stochastic process given by (1.1) converges 
in law to the same random variable as the continuous time stochastic process given 
by (3.1). "Ilaus a discrete time stochastic process can be used to approximate a 
continuous time stochastic process. In this section we consider the related problem 
of embedding a discrete time stochastic process in a continuous time stochastic 
process. If B~, B2, . . .  is a sequence of independent, identically distributed random 
variables uch that E/log + Inl]< ~, then there is a stochastic process {B(t): 0~ < t < 
oo} with independent homogeneous increments uch that E/log + IB(1)]]< oo and 
X(n) -- X,  for all positive n if and only if B1 has the same distribution function as 
the stochastic integral (5.1) where h = 1 and p =e -v. Necessary and sufficient 
conditions for this to happen are given by the next theorem. 
Theorem 5. Let F(x) be a distribution function with characteristic function f(u). A 
necessary and sufficient condition for F(x ) to be the distribution function of a stochastic 
integral 
e i' -~' . e~'~' dB(u) (5.2) 
.;o 
where {B(t): 0~ < t ~< 1} is a stochastic process with independent homogeneous incre- 
ments uch that E/log + Ib(1)l]< oo is that IIj--of(p u) is the characteristic [unction 
of a distribution function of class L where p = e-L 
Corollary 6. A sufficient condition f r the conclusion of Theorem 5 to hold is that 
F(x) be a distribution/unction f class L. 
Corollary 7. ff  the distribution function F(x) is stable (respectively strictly stable), 
then B(1) has a stable (respectively strictly stable) distribution function of the same 
type. 
Proof of Theorem 5. Assume that {B(t):O<~t<~l} is a stochastic process with 
independent homogeneous increments such that E/log ÷ IB(1)!] < oo. It follows from 
statement (3.4) that 
log f(u) = y-1 
and thus 
~. log1.(piu)= ~/-11e" qb(w) j=0 -v(:"+l) u W 
- -d  
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where O(w) is the logarithm of the characteristic function of B(1) and p = e -v. It 
oo 
now follows from Theorem 1 that l-li=of(piu) is the characteristic function of a 
distribution function of class L. 
oo i Assume conversely that lIi~o f(p u) is the characteristic function of a distribution 
function of class L. Then it follows from Theorem 1 and Corollary 3 that there 
exists a stochastic process {B(t): 0~< t <~ 1} with independent homogeneous incre- 
ments such that E[log + JB (1)J] < oo and 
~o i0~ ~(w) log rI f(pJu)= ",/-~ 
i=0 W 
d  
where 0(w) is the logarithm of the characteristic function of B(1) and p =e-L  It 
follows that 
logf(u)= ~/-11f-~ &(W)w - dw 
and thus F(x) is the distribution function of the stochastic integral (5.2) 
Corollary 6 follows immediately from Theorem 5 and Corollary 7 follows from 
Theorem 4. 
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